
A Jungle Scene
 animated in Scratch

lion-a

Part 3: the Lions Meet

The lion sprite as found in the Sprite library has
three costumes and its own Grunt sound. Before you
code the lion and create a duplicate, you must make
the bg cut-out sprites (marked A and B with dashed
lines) from exports of the jungle backdrop.

The King of the Jungle is hidden behind a
clump of jungle undergrowth. We hear him
before we see him. His grunt summons a
second lion from behind a mound of rocks.
They meet and set off with their pride to hunt.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/388182278/

lion-b lion-c
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a. Make Background Cut-out Sprites

lion walking costumes

Get the Jungle backdrop.

Click the small backdrop icon picture under the
stage to bring up the Backdrops  tab on the left side
of Scratch. (This tab usually says Costumes).

Jungle
480 x 360

Right-click the Jungle
backdrop icon and
choose export.

duplicate
export
delete

SoundsCode Backdrops

SoundsCode Costumes

Convert to Vector

Jungle

Fill

Costume

Copy Paste

Jungle
480 x 360

Delete Flip VerticalFlip Horizontal

Now it's a bitmap sprite.

3.

2.

1.

Save the backdrop export to your
computer as a *.png image. (Give
it a name such as jungle)

4.

5.

6.

Choose
the
Bitmap
eraser.

Bitmap
Tools

Convert to Vector

JungleCostume

100Fill

8. Continue until your
picture looks like this.
The tree and clump of
jungle undergrowth is
all that should still be
there.

The sprite centre is the
  centre of the stage. So
  the x, y of the sprite
  will be x: 0 y:0

9. To save your work  export the sprite as
either a vector or bitmap *.svg or *.png

cut-out sprite A is partially covering cut-out sprite B

Upload Image

Choose a Sprite

Convert to Vector

JungleCostume

50Fill

7.

don't need to be very
accurate.

Erase the pixels but
retain the tree. Change
the eraser size for
better accuracy but you

Click Choose a Sprite and upload
Go to where you saved the image
on your computer and upload.

image.

(3 Pages / Not Easy)



Lion 1

b. Make another Cut-out Sprite
Name sprite A, bg-coutout1. Make sprite B in the
exact same way. Name it bg-cutout2. Lion1 will
appear from behind the tree and clump of
undergrowth in the foreground. Lion2 (as pictured)
will emerge from behind the rocky mound in the
distant background. The actual Jungle backdrop is
mostly hidden, but the branch of the tree in the top
right section of the stage is the actual backdrop.

B
c. Code the background cutout sprites
    and learn how to use layers in Scratch

when clicked

0set x to

go to layerfront

0set y to

go to layersbackward 1

when clicked

0set x to

go to layerback

0set y to

go to layersforward 1

marker5

bg-cutout1 is
1 layer back
from front

when clicked

go to x: y: -25-40

set ghost effect to 100

go to layerback

go to layersforward 10

when clicked

go to x: y: -50-230

set ghost effect to 100

go to layerfront

go to layersbackward 10

5
6

Make two markers marker5
and marker6. As in Jungle Scene
Part 2, we will code them to be
invisible and use them to set
locations instead of x, y
coordinates.

d. Make and code
    two marker sprites

bg-cutout1 bg-cutout2

e. Code the Lion1 sprite

Lion1 starts at the position of
marker 6 hidden behind the bg-
coutout1 sprite. We hear his grunts
before we see him. Lion2 moves
before Lion1 moves.

when I receive next7

repeat 2

play sound grunt until done

5move steps

0.2wait seconds

next costume

-90point in direction

repeat 40

5move steps

0.2wait seconds

next costume

Lion1 is
2 layers back
from front

marker6

broadcast next7

3wait seconds

repeat 2

play sound grunt until done

when clicked

80set size to %

go to layerfront

go to layersbackward 2

go to marker6

switch costume to lion-a

set rotation style left-right

marker5point towards

Rather than one long  script, we
use a broadcast (next7) to give us
two short scripts. Script 1 makes
the lion grunt twice before script
2 makes it move out towards the
approaching lion 2. They both
meet and walk back towards
marker 6 (hidden).

Script 1 of 2 on Lion 1

The actual
backdrop is not
on any layer.

Layers are used
to stack  sprites in
a 3-D order, front
to back and back
to front.

We have no sprite
on layer 1 (front)

Script 2 of 2 on Lion 1

Script on marker 5

Script on marker 6
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f. Code the Lion2 sprite

Here's how the layers work

Events

Motion

Looks

Looks

Motion

SensingMotion

Looks

Control

Looks

Events

Events

Looks

Looks

Motion

Motion

Motion

Control

Motion

Control

Looks

Events

Events

Motion

Control Looks / Operators

Looks

Motion

Looks

Control

90point in direction

go to x: y: -580

repeat 15

3move steps

0.2wait seconds

next costume

set rotation style left-right

when clicked

20set size to %

go to layerback

broadcast next8

bg-cutout2 is 1 layer forward from the back layer (so Lion 2 can be behind it)

Script 1 sends Lion2 to the back layer
facing right but completely hidden behind the rocks

Lion 2

the backdrop showing the branch of the tree is top right.

when I receive next9

marker6point towards

repeat until size 80>

0.2wait seconds

next costume

move steps

change size by 0.3

3

Script 3 of 3 on Lion 2

Script 1 of 3 on Lion 2

when I receive next8

-90point in direction

go to layerfront

go to layersbackward 3

marker5point towards

0.2wait seconds

next costume

broadcast next9

repeat until touching marker5 ?

3move steps

change size by 1

Script 2 of 3 on Lion 2

Remember, Lion 1 is at the
front but 2 layers back

Script 2 brings  Lion2 to the front but
three layers back and facing  left

Lion 1 is in front of Lion 2
when they meet

Lion2 hears the grunts of Lion1 and comes out
from behind the rocks in the distance. He walks
towards Lion1 who walks towards him. When they
meet, Lion2 continues walking forward. Lion 1
turns and joins him as  they set off to hunt.


